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From the Director

These difficult days, during which we are learning to live in a pandemic world, continue. Many families have been affected by the virus, losing a loved one. The staff of CUA Press, which in many ways forms a publishing family, lost our former journals coordinator, Hubert Nguela, in the early days of the pandemic. Our thoughts and prayers are with his immediate family; may he rest in peace. But in spite of quarantines, lockdowns, and the closure of churches, we have seen great acts of sacrifice, especially from those in the medical professions, and we are being schooled in the virtue of hope, a virtue of which Pope Francis has spoken often.

Certainly in the United States the issues of systemic racism have become a hot-button issue. We are honored that Fr. David J. Endres, editor of our journal U.S. Catholic Historian, has compiled a Black Catholic Studies Reader, a collection of Black Catholic scholarship from U.S. theologians and historians, which features new essays as well as articles drawn from the pages of the USCH. It includes an article by Sr. Thea Bowman, a Servant of God, who was an alumnus of the Catholic University of America, and is one of several African Americans whose cause for canonization has been sent to Rome for consideration.

One of our proudest achievements as a Press is our ongoing publication of The Fathers of the Church series, both the Patrician and Mediation Continuity. This season, we launch Fathers of the Church Shorter Works, which intends to make available a multitude of important, shorter, writings to scholars and students.

Another returning author is Thomas G. Weinandy, OFM, Cap. who has completed Jesus Before Jesus, Volume 2, and we are thrilled to have this respected system-of-theology return to us once again. Fr. Nicanor Pier Giorgio Awtucho, OP, has a timely second edition of his bestselling Biomedicinale and Beatitude which forms part of our popular series, Catholic Moral Thought.

In this season is an edited collection that offers essays from theologians and church historians as they reflect on this historic visit. They present interpretations, though, that extend beyond the United States, and give voice to scholars and historians, which features new essays as well as articles drawn from the pages of the USCH. It includes an article by Sr. Thea Bowman, a Servant of God, who was an alumnus of the Catholic University of America, and is one of several African Americans whose cause for canonization has been sent to Rome for consideration.

Our work is especially interesting to high-quality scholarship in theology, and we are being schooled in the virtue of hope, a virtue of which Pope Francis has spoken often.
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Pope Francis and The Search for God in América

*The Significance of His Early Visits to the Americas*

Edited by Maria Clara Bingemer and Peter J. Casarella

Foreword by Archbishop Christophe Pierre

In *Tutti Fratelli*, Pope Francis has called again for a “culture of encounter.” But how should his theology, pastoral practice, and social message be understood and applied in the Church of the Americas, a single but complex reality that extends from South to North? This volume offers analyses from experts looking back to the Argentine pontiff’s first fateful *encontros* in the Americas as a help for understanding the present reality of the Church in the Western Hemisphere. The group includes theologians, historians, and political scientists, and the unique contribution of the volume lies in the panoramic perspective offered by the book as a whole.

The initial essays set the stage for the volume as a whole, offering rich insight into Argentine and Latin American history, the world from which the Pope came and to which he returned in 2015, as well as surveying the impact of the Latin American “theology of the people” on the Pope’s visit to the U.S.

Additional essays address theological, historical, and pastoral engagements that cut across several of the visits. The final group of essays is dedicated to the visits themselves and is arranged in the order that they occurred. *Pope Francis and the Search for God in América* is offered to all the members of the Church in América, South and North, old and young, with the hope that it will spur even more thought, reflection, prayer, and service.

*MARIA CLARA BINGEMER* is professor of theology at the Pontifical Catholic University, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. *PETER J. CASARELLA* is professor of theology at Duke Divinity School. *ARCHBISHOP CHRISTOPHE PIERRE* is the apostolic nuncio to the United States.
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Paper $29.95 · 978-0-8132-3378-9
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CONTRIBUTORS

Ana María Bidegain, Florida International University
Maria Clara Bingemer, Pontifical Catholic University, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Peter J. Casarella, Duke Divinity School
Paulo Fernando Carneiro de Andrade, Pontifical Catholic University, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Allan Figueroa Deck, S.J., Loyola Marymount University
Luis Fraga, University of Notre Dame
Sixto García, St. Vincent de Paul Regional Seminary
Kiku Huckle, Pace University
Austen Ivereigh, journalist/author
William Portier, University of Dayton
Luis Herrera Rodríguez, S.J., Creighton University
Roberto Tomichá, OFM, Latin American Institute of Missiology, Bolivia
Julia Young, The Catholic University of America

“Offers a significant contribution to the study of Francis’ papacy and a broader contribution to Catholicism in the Americas. The book is not just about Francis; it is about the theology behind the Church in the Americas and the broader themes and issues raised by his papacy.”—Michelle Maldonado, University of Scranton
An informative and enlightening conversation with Cardinal Angelo Scola

“An amazing panorama not only of the entire life of Cardinal Scola but of the life of the Catholic Church over a span of decades, as seen through the gaze of one of its principal protagonists.”—Paolo Carozza, University of Notre Dame

**Betting on Freedom**

*My Life in the Church*

Cardinal Angelo Scola
With Luigi Geninazzi
Translated by Carlo Lancelloti

In this wide-ranging conversation with the Italian journalist Luigi Geninazzi, Cardinal Angelo Scola discusses both the salient moments of his own life and the path and situation of the Church and society in Europe over the last half-century. The Cardinal recounts his life, speaking of the extraordinary gift of particular friendships he has had, starting with Luigi Giussani, founder of the ecclesial movement Communion and Liberation (CL), and moving on to discuss Hans Urs von Balthasar, Henri De Lubac, and Joseph Ratzinger.

A figure who bridges the past three pontificates, Scola discusses his relationships with St. John Paul II, by whom he was nominated a bishop at the relatively young age of forty nine; Benedict XVI, with whom he has had an intense intellectual friendship for decades; and Pope Francis, of whom he speaks with affection and hope.

At the center of this rich fresco of anecdotes and reflections stands a crucial question: what is the true path of the Church today? Between those who reduce Christianity to a mere civil religion and those who propose a purist return to the Gospel, the cardinal indicates a “third way” by betting on the freedom of the human person to recognize the supreme value of Christ. This is at the same time a bet on the active commitment of believers to contribute, starting from faith, to the birth of a new Europe, inevitably more diverse but with no loss of its identity.

**CARDINAL ANGELO SCOLA** was archbishop of Milan from 2011–2017 and is author of *Hans Urs Von Balthasar: A Theological Style* and *The Nuptial Mystery* as well as more than 120 theological articles. **LUIGI GENINAZZI** is an Italian journalist and writer.
A Catechism for Business

Tough Ethical Questions & Insights from Catholic Teaching

THIRD EDITION

Andrew V. Abela and Joseph E. Capizzi, editors

In the four years since the publication of the second edition of A Catechism for Business, Pope Francis’ enormous contributions to spreading the good news of the gospel has led to his promulgation of two apostolic exhortations and now a new encyclical, Fratelli tutti, focusing on human fraternity and solidarity. The vibrant tradition of Catholic thinking on social issues is unparalleled in its capacity to help guide human beings towards individual and communal flourishing. The context of a world emerging from a pandemic and new challenges to Christian faith and practice beckon for a refreshed look at pressing questions. Editors Andrew Abela and Joseph Capizzi offer the updated third edition which will incorporate material from both of these apostolic exhortations and the new encyclical.

PRAISE FOR THE PREVIOUS EDITIONS

“A welcome compendium of magisterial teaching on topics relevant to business managers and leaders … A Catechism for Business is a reference book that every Catholic would benefit from, whether or not they work in business.”—The Catholic Social Science Review

“Undertakes a valuable and much needed project: bringing the insights of Catholic social teaching in a usable form to people engaged in business and commerce … A book such as this that organizes material from the primary sources around particular questions in a coherent structure will be a great help to many Catholic business people who want to live a unified life in which their faith informs their working life.”—Journal of Markets and Morality

“This is an excellent reference for theologians and business leaders who want to quickly locate important texts regarding a wide variety of business concerns. The editors have judiciously chosen texts that reflect doctrinal teaching on each issue. A valuable resource for classes and workshops on Catholic business ethics.”—Theological Studies

ANDREW V. ABELA is the Dean of the Busch School of Business, The Catholic University of America. JOSEPH E. CAPIZZI is the Executive Director of the Institute for Human Ecology, The Catholic University of America.
Mysteries of the Lord’s Prayer

Wisdom from the Early Church

John Gavin, SJ
Foreword by George Weigel

The Lord’s Prayer contains mysteries generally overlooked by most Christians. For the Fathers of the Church, such mysteries or “difficulties”—many of which continue to puzzle modern scholars—marked divinely inspired points for prayer and reflection. Saints Cyprian of Carthage, Augustine of Hippo, Peter Chrysologus, Maximus the Confessor and others grappled with the hidden meanings behind these questions and the fruits of their efforts can inspire contemporary readers.

In Mysteries of the Lord’s Prayer John Gavin, SJ explores eight mysteries of the Lord’s prayer in light of the early Church’s wisdom: How can human beings call God “Father”? Where is God the Father? How can God grow in holiness? Was there ever a time when God did not rule? Are there limitations to God’s will? Why should we seek bread? Can we make a deal with God? Does God tempt us? Without ignoring the insights of contemporary exegesis, Gavin demonstrates that the responses of the Fathers to these questions have continuing relevance.

Not only did they understand the issues surrounding linguistic, textual, and theological difficulties, but they also grasped the nuances of Christ’s words as illuminated by the scriptures as a whole. They provide an interpretation that challenges the mind and transforms the heart.

Mysteries of the Lord’s Prayer offers the general reader, as well as scholars, a chance to rediscover a prayer that unites Christians throughout the world. It also includes appendices to aid those who wish to explore the Fathers’ writings on their own for a deeper encounter with the wisdom of the early Church.

JOHN GAVIN, SJ is associate professor of religious studies, College of Holy Cross (Mass.). GEORGE WEIGEL is Distinguished Senior Fellow, Ethics and Public Policy Center, Washington, DC.
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The specific concern in *What We Hold in Trust* comes to this: the Catholic university that sees its principal purpose in terms of the active life, of career, and of changing the world, undermines the contemplative and more deep-rooted purpose of the university. If a university adopts the language of technical and social change as its main and exclusive purpose, it will weaken the deeper roots of the university’s liberal arts and Catholic mission. The language of the activist, of changing the world through social justice, equality and inclusion, or of the technician through market-oriented incentives, plays an important role in university life. We need to change the world for the better and universities play an important role, but both the activist and technician will be co-opted by our age of hyper-activity and technocratic organizations if there is not first a contemplative outlook on the world that receives reality rather than constructs it.

To address this need for roots *What We Hold in Trust* unfolds in four chapters that will demonstrate how essential it is for the faculty, administrators, and trustees of Catholic universities to think philosophically and theologically (Chapter One), historically (Chapter Two) and institutionally (Chapters Three and Four). What we desperately need today are leaders in Catholic universities who understand the roots of the institutions they serve, who can wisely order the goods of the university, who know what is primary and what is secondary, and who can distinguish fads and slogans from authentic reform. We need leaders who are in touch with their history and have a love for tradition, and in particular for the Catholic tradition. Without this vision, our universities may grow in size, but shrink in purpose. They may be richer but not wiser.

**DON J. BRIEL** (1947–2018) was the primary founder of the Catholic Studies program at the University of St. Thomas (Minn.) and Blessed John Henry Newman Chair of Liberal Arts at the University of Mary (N.D.). **KENNETH E. GOODEPASTER** is the Koch Professor of Business Ethics Emeritus at the University of St. Thomas (Minn.). **MICHAEL J. NAUGHTON** is the Koch Endowed Chair in Catholic Studies at the University of St. Thomas (Minn.). **DENNIS HOLTSCHNEIDER, CM** is the President of the Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities.

_Wisely practical, and solidly grounded in both theology and the best research on institutional development, this brief and timely reflection—inspired by the work of Don Briel—will benefit board members, administrators, faculty, and anyone else charged with preserving and advancing the Catholic identity of our colleges and universities. Read and then pass along._

—Ryan Topping, editor of *Renewing the Mind: A Reader in the Philosophy of Catholic Education* (CUA Press)
An introduction to Eucharistic theology with a focus on Scripture and the Thomistic theological tradition

“Bread from Heaven will serve as a standard resource on the Eucharist for many, many years—perhaps even the standard resource on the Eucharist, at least for those interested in high-level theology.”—Paul Gondreau, Providence College

**ALSO IN THE SERIES**

**BREAD FROM HEAVEN**
An Introduction to the Theology of the Eucharist

Bernhard Blankenhorn, OP

**BREAD FROM HEAVEN** offers a contemporary theological synthesis on the Eucharist that brings together classical and critical biblical exegesis, debates on the early history of the Christian liturgy, patristic doctrine, the teachings offered by the Councils of Florence, Trent and Vatican II, and the Church’s *lex orandi*, all within a framework provided by the Eucharistic theology of Thomas Aquinas.

The volume begins with Christ’s Bread of Life discourse in John 6 in light of the Old Testament theme of the manna, and the Synoptic accounts of the Last Supper. These biblical texts offer solid foundation for a theology of Eucharistic sacrifice, presence and Communion. It then continues with a historical and systematic study of the institution of the Eucharist by Christ, with special attention given to the emergence of the first Eucharistic prayers. Then follows a survey of key Christological and ecclesiological themes which undergird Eucharistic theology. The chapters on Eucharistic sacrifice and presence form the heart of the work. Here, the focus moves to key conciliar, patristic and Thomistic insights on these themes. *Bread from Heaven* clarifies misunderstandings of Eucharistic sacrifice and renders transubstantiation accessible to beginners.

Blankenhorn concludes with a study of the consecration, the minister of the Eucharist and the fruits of communion. The chapter on the debate over the words of institution and the epiclesis gives a fresh perspective that integrates both eastern and western tradition. The study of the Eucharistic celebrant strikes a balance between a spirituality of the priest as acting in *persona Christi* and of the priest as praying in *persona ecclesiae*. The concluding chapter centers on the Eucharist’s unitive, mystical fruits in the Church.

This textbook is ideal for an advanced undergraduate or graduate course on Eucharistic theology. It also seeks to advance the debate on several controversial historical and speculative issues in sacramental theology.

**BERNARD BLANKENHORN, OP**, is the author of *The Mystery of Union with God: Dionysian Mysticism in Albert the Great and Thomas Aquinas* (CUA Press).
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Jesus Becoming Jesus, Volume 2
*A Theological Interpretation of the Gospel of John: Prologue and the Book of Signs*

Thomas G. Weinandy, OFM, Cap.

Jesus Becoming Jesus, Volume 2: A Theological Interpretation of the Gospel of John: Prologue and the Book of Signs follows upon the first volume of this series entitled *Jesus Becoming Jesus*. The first volume was a theological interpretation of the Gospels of Matthew, Mark and Luke. Unlike many conventional biblical commentaries, Weinandy concentrates on the theological content contained within John's Gospel. He does this in the light of the Church’s doctrinal and theological tradition, particularly in keeping with the Second Vatican Council’s Dogmatic Constitution, *Dei Verbum*. This is accomplished through a close reading of John's Gospel, theologically interpreting each chapter of the Gospel sequentially. In so doing he also takes into account the Johannine corpus as a whole. He also relates John's Gospel to relevant material found within the Synoptic Gospels, the Pauline Corpus and other New Testament writings.

This original theological interpretation focuses primarily on the intertwining theological themes contained within John’s Gospel, specifically within the Prologue and the Book of Signs—light and darkness, the seven miracle-signs, the sacraments of baptism and the Eucharist, the seven “I Am” sayings, the contentious dialogues with the Jews, Jesus’ relationship to his Father as the Father’s incarnate Word and Son, etc. Within all of these interlocking themes one finds the importance of Jesus’ saving actions—the salvific works of his Father. The overarching theme of this book, as the title suggests, is that Jesus, being named Jesus, throughout his public ministry is enacting his name and so becoming who he is—YHWH-Saves.

Weinandy offers a singular, vibrant, and luminous reading of John’s Gospel; one that reveals the Evangelist’s theological depth and doctrinal sophistication. In so doing, Weinandy makes manifest the particular beauty of the Gospel According to John.

**THOMAS G. WEINANDY, OFM, CAP.** is a member of the International Theological Commission and the author of *Jesus Becoming Jesus: A Theological Interpretation of the Synoptic Gospels* (CUA Press).
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An original scriptural achievement—a theological interpretation of John’s Gospel authored by a respected/well-known Systematic Theologian

“I am not aware of any other contemporary source that manages to capture in one volume such an extensive theological exposition of the gospels. Imparts a delightful freshness to the study of the gospels today, adapting traditional theological concepts to a modern context in order to help readers better see the face of Jesus who is true man and son of the Father.”
—Matthew J. Ramage, author of *The Experiment of Faith: Pope Benedict XVI on Living the Theological Virtues in a Secular Age* (CUA Press)

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM

**THOMAS G. WEINANDY, OFM, CAP.**
Biomedicine and Beatitude

An Introduction to Catholic Bioethics

SECOND EDITION

Nicanor Pier Giorgio Austriaco, OP

CATHOLIC MORAL THOUGHT

This timely and up-to-date new edition of *Biomedicine and Beatitude* features an entirely new chapter on the ethics of bodily modification. It is also updated throughout to reflect the pontificate of Pope Francis, recent concerns including ethical issues raised by the COVID-19 pandemic, and feedback from the many instructors who used the first edition in the classroom.

PRAISE FOR THE FIRST EDITION

“While Austriaco consistently defends the Catholic Church’s teaching, he critically engages it and places it in dialogue with diverse ethical perspectives. The text is clearly written, well researched, and exhaustively documented. The author defines and explains theological and biomedical jargon for the lay reader. Undergraduates will find great value in the text, as will graduate students looking for an accessible introduction to the field. Highly recommended.”—Choice

“Will be of immense value, not only to students but also to nurses, doctors, and researchers. It is at once a treasury of Catholic thought on bioethics, an exemplary textbook, and an indispensable reference work that should be a classic for years to come.”—National Catholic Bioethics Quarterly

“Merits the attention of moral theologians, Catholic health care professionals, graduate students, and advanced undergraduate students alike.”—Reviews in Religion and Theology

“A marvelous attempt to meld the many diverse elements that are involved in Catholic bioethics. It is a book that brings forward the best from the past but is situated firmly in the twenty-first century. Austriaco has performed a great service for those of us who teach bioethics and those who want a clear but sophisticated overview of Catholic bioethics.”—The Thomist

Nicanor Pier Giorgio Austriaco, OP is associate professor of biology and professor of theology at Providence College as well as chief researcher at the Austriaco Laboratory.
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Introduction to Sacramental Theology

Signs of Christ in the Flesh

José Granados

Foreword by David W. Fagerberg
Translated by Michael J. Miller

Introduction to Sacramental Theology presents a complete overview of sacramental theology from the viewpoint of the body. This viewpoint is supported, in the first place, by Revelation, for which the sacraments are the place where we enter into contact with the body of the risen Jesus. It is a viewpoint, secondly, which is firmly rooted in our concrete human bodily experience, thus allowing for a strong connection between faith and life, creation and redemption.

From this point of view, the treatise on the sacraments occupies a strategic role. For the sacraments appear, not as the last of a series of topics (after dealing with Creation, Christ, the Church), but as the original place in which to stand in order to contemplate the entire Christian mystery. This point of view of the body, which resonates with contemporaneous philosophy, sheds fruitful light on classical themes, such as the relationship of the sacraments with creation, the composition of the sacramental sign, the efficacy of the sacraments, the sacramental character, the role of the minister, or the relationship of the sacrament with the Church as a sacrament.

As a result of this approach, the Eucharist takes on a central role, since this is the sacrament where the body of Jesus is made present. The rest of the sacraments are seen as prolongations of the eucharistic body, so as to fill all the time and space of the faithful. This foundation of the theology of the sacraments in eucharistic theology is supported by an analysis of the patristic and medieval tradition.

In order to support its conclusions, Introduction to Sacramental Theology examines the doctrine of Scripture (especially St. John and St. Paul), the main patristic and medieval authors (St. Augustine, Hugh of St. Victor, St. Bonaventure, St. Thomas Aquinas), the response of Trent to the protestant challenges, up to modern authors such as Scheeben, Rahner, Ratzinger, or Chauvet, including the teaching of Vatican II about the Church as a kind of sacrament.

José Granados, DCJIM, is Vice President and Ordinary professor of dogmatic theology at the John Paul II Pontifical Institute for Studies on Marriage and the Family, Rome. David W. Fagerberg is professor of liturgical studies at the University of Notre Dame and author of On Liturgical Asceticism (CUA Press).
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Granados offers a new approach to the study of the sacraments based on theological principles such as sacraments noted in the flesh of Christ and sacraments as key for the whole of theology. The scholarship is sound and the use of sources is abundant. This book will appeal to anyone interested in a serious study of the sacraments.”—Daniel Cardo, SCV, St. John Vianney Seminary
In Reasonable Hope

*Philosophical Reflections on Ultimate Meaning*

Patrick Masterson

*In Reasonable Hope* considers three foundational responses to the quest for some understanding of the existence, meaning, and value of everything. Firstly, there is Humanism, the approach which claims that it is our humanity, exercising its unique intelligent subjectivity, that is the source and measure of all possible meaning and value. Secondly, there is the approach of Scientism. This claims that an ultimate understanding of the world and ourselves must be sought, less anthropocentrically, in terms of the findings of basic empirical sciences such as physics and chemistry. Thirdly, there is the approach of Theism which maintains that, in the final analysis, the meaning and value of everything, insofar as this can be known, is to be explained in terms of a transcendent infinitely perfect personal being we call God.

The first two approaches are carefully considered. However, it is the third to which most attention is devoted. Consideration is given to the traditional impersonal metaphysical approach to questions about the existence and nature of God. The alternative approaches of linguistic philosophy and phenomenology, which reject such metaphysical speculation are also discussed. These various approaches are judged to be complementary rather than strict alternatives.

The latter half of the book is devoted to a more personal and self-involving discussion of the relevance of an affirmation of the existence of God. It explores the implications of a rational commitment to live one’s life in accordance with the requirements of values which transcend explanation in purely physical terms, such as truth, goodness, beauty, and especially love. It provides a personal and existential development of the rational hope that such values are ultimately more objectively real and dependable than the eventual universal material chaos predicted by empirical science. It argues that the existence of God as the infinite expression and source of these values is the necessary and sufficient condition of this rational hope in their enduring significance. Finally, there is an account of how the Christian Revelation illuminates and transforms our rational hope in the enduring significance of love of God and neighbor.

**PATRICK MASTERSON** is emeritus President and professor of philosophy at University College Dublin.
Why Read Pascal?

Paul J. Griffiths

Why Read?

Blaise Pascal (1623–1662) is known in the English-speaking world principally for the wager that bears his name (an argument that it is rational to do what will affect belief in God and irrational not to), and, more generally, for the Pensées, a collection of philosophical and theological fragments of unusual emotional and intellectual intensity collected and published after his death. He thought and wrote, however, about much more than this: mathematics; physics; grace, freedom, and predestination; the nature of the church; the Christian life; what it is to write and read; the order of things; the nature and purpose of human life; and more. He was among the polymaths of the seventeenth century, and among the principal apologists of his time for the Catholic faith, against both its Protestant opponents and its secular critics.

Why Read Pascal? engages all the major topics of Pascal's theological and philosophical writing. It provides discussion of Pascal's literary style, his linked understandings of knowledge and of the various orders of things, his anthropology (with special attention to his presentation of affliction, death, and boredom), his politics, and his understanding of the relation between Christianity and Judaism. Pascal emerges as a literary stylist of a high order, a witty and polemical writer (never have the Jesuits been more thoroughly eviscerated), and, perhaps above all else, as someone concerned to show to Christianity's cultured despisers that the fabric of their own lives implies the truth of Christianity if only they can be brought to look at what their lives are like.

Why Read Pascal? is the first book in English in a generation to engage all the principal themes in Pascal's theology and philosophy. The book takes Pascal seriously as an interlocutor and as a contributor of continuing relevance to Catholic thought; but it also offers criticisms of some among the positions he takes, showing, in doing so, how lively his writing remains for us now.
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The Complementarity of Women and Men

*Philosophy, Theology, Psychology, and Art*

Edited by Paul C. Vitz

The *Complementarity of Women and Men* provides a Catholic Christian case that men and women are in certain respects quite different but also have a positive, synergistic complementary relationship. Although differences and their mutually supporting relationships are focused on throughout the volume, men and women are assumed to have equal dignity and value. This underlying interpretation comes from the familiar, basic theological position in Genesis that both sexes were made in the image of God.

After a cogent philosophical introduction to complementary differences by J. Budziszewski, this position is developed from theological, philosophical, and historical perspectives by Sr. Prudence Allen. Next Deborah Savage, building upon the writings of St. John Paul II, gives a strong theological basis for complementarity. This is followed by Elizabeth Lev’s chapter presenting new and surprising art history evidence from the paintings of Michelangelo in the Sistine Chapel supporting the complementarity interpretation. A final chapter by Paul Vitz documents and summarizes the scientific evidence supporting sexual difference and complementarity in the disciplines of psychology and neuroscience.

As a consequence of both the individual chapters and the integrated understanding they present *The Complementarity of Women and Men* is a significant contribution to the important, complex, contemporary debate about men, women, sex, and gender.

Paul Vitz is professor emeritus of psychology at New York University and senior scholar and professor at Divine Mercy University, Arlington, Va.

CONTRIBUTORS

Sr. Prudence Allen, Religious Sisters of Mercy, Alma, Michigan
J. Budziszewski, University of Texas-Austin
Elizabeth Lev, Duquesne University, Italian campus
Deborah Savage, St. Paul Seminary School of Divinity (Minn.)
Paul Vitz, Divine Mercy University, Arlington, Va.

Provides a coherent and total picture of men and women as complementary

“This will be a very useful resource for people on the various modalities of male-female complementarity. A very ‘catholic’ collection—looking at the same truth from distinct vantage points, demonstrating the synergy which is the mark of authentic complementarity.”

—Susan Selner-Wright, St. John Vianney Theological Seminary
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Black Catholic Studies Reader

History and Theology

David J. Endres, Editor

This first-ever Black Catholic Studies Reader offers an introduction to the theology and history of the Black Catholic experience from those who know it best: Black Catholic scholars, teachers, activists, and ministers. The reader offers a multi-faceted, interdisciplinary approach that illuminates what it means to be Black and Catholic in the United States.

This collection of essays from prominent scholars, both past and present, brings together contributions from theologians M. Shawn Copeland, Kim Harris, Diana Hayes, Bryan Massingale, and C. Vanessa White, and historians Cecilia Moore, Diane Batts Morrow, and Ronald Sharps, and selections from an earlier generation of thinkers and activists, including Thea Bowman, Cyprian Davis, and Clarence Rivers.

Contributions delve into the interlocking fields of history, spirituality, liturgy, and biography. Through their contributions, Black Catholic Studies scholars engage theologies of liberation and the reality of racism, the Black struggle for recognition within the Church, and the distinctiveness of African-inspired spirituality, prayer, and worship.

By considering their racial and religious identities, these select Black Catholic theologians and historians add their voices to the contemporary conversation surrounding culture, race, and religion in America, inviting engagement from students and teachers of the American experience, social commentators and advocates, and theologians and persons of faith.

DAVID J. ENDRES is dean of Mount St. Mary’s Seminary of the West/Athenaeum of Ohio and editor of U.S. Catholic Historian.
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A collection of the best of Black Catholic scholarship from U.S. theologians and historians
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Thea Bowman, FSPA (1937–1990), educator, activist, and “Servant of God”
M. Shawn Copeland, Boston College
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The Catholic Enlightenment

A Global Anthology

Ulrich L. Lehner and Shaun Blanchard, Editors

EARLY MODERN CATHOLIC SOURCES

The Catholic Enlightenment: A Global Anthology presents readers with accessible, translated selections from the writings of fifteen major Catholic Enlightenment authors. These early modern authors include women, priests, lay intellectuals, and bishops. Twelve of these figures are being brought into English for the first time. The purpose of the volume is to provide students, scholars, and interested non-specialists with a single point of departure to delve into the primary sources of the Catholic Enlightenment. This anthology shows the geographical and intellectual diversity of the Catholic Enlightenment, while also demonstrating significant threads of commonality in intellectual orientation.

One strength of this volume is the geographical spread of the figures considered. Included are Catholic thinkers from England, the United States, Mexico, Spain, Portugal, Brazil, France, and the Italian and German-speaking lands. Another strength of this volume is the breadth of subject matter treated—it features pastoral letters, mystical tracts, pedagogical treatises, political manifestos, and theological works. These texts elucidate Catholic Enlightenment views on topics such as the history of women’s education, liturgy and devotions, and the relationship between church and state.

The co-editors, Ulrich Lehner and Shaun Blanchard, have assembled a team of international scholars from Europe and the Americas for this exciting project. Lehner is one of the central scholars behind the renewed interest in the Catholic Enlightenment. He co-edits the volume, contributes to the introduction, and introduces and translates two significant German-speaking figures. Shaun Blanchard, who has recently published a monograph on radical Catholic Enlightenment figures, also co-edits, contributes selections from two English-speaking figures and has completed the first English translation of a section of Lodovico Muratori’s landmark On the Regulated Devotion of a Christian since 1789.

ULRICH L. LEHRER is the Warren Foundation professor of theology, Notre Dame University. SHAUN BLANCHARD is assistant professor of theology at Franciscan Missionaries of Our Lady University, Baton Rouge, La.
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Metaphysical Disputation I

On the Nature of First Philosophy or Metaphysics

Francisco Suárez

Translated and annotated, with corrected Latin text, by Shane Duarte

EARLY MODERN CATHOLIC SOURCES

Francisco Suárez (1548–1617) was one of the most important philosophers and theologians of Early Modern Scholasticism. Although Suárez spent most of his academic career as a professor of theology, he is better known today for his Metaphysical Disputations (Salamanca, 1597). The present volume contains a facing-page English translation of Metaphysical Disputation I, which is introductory and devoted to the nature of metaphysics itself. In it, Suárez first specifies this science’s object and nature (Sections 1 and 2) and then discusses its unity (Section 3), its end, utility and functions (Section 4), its status as the most perfect natural science and true wisdom (Section 5), and finally the thesis that it is the science most of all desired by means of a natural appetite (Section 6). Those interested in late scholastic conceptions of metaphysics and their influence on the better-known metaphysical systems of the seventeenth century—e.g., Descartes’s—will find the volume especially useful. The Latin text contained in this volume introduces a significant number of corrections to the text of the Vivès edition, the one standardly used by scholars of Suárez, and thus more faithfully reproduces the text of the first edition. The volume also contains a lengthy introduction that provides a detailed survey of the disputation’s principal claims and arguments.

FRANCISCO SUÁREZ (1548–1617) was a Spanish Jesuit priest, philosopher and theologian, one of the leading figures of the School of Salamanca movement.

SHANE DUARTE is the translator of Metaphysical Disputation I, as well as the forthcoming volumes II, III, and IV.
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The first English translation of Francisco Suárez’s disputation on the nature of the science of metaphysics

“A most significant contribution in view of the importance of these disputations for the history of metaphysics ... Duarte provides a comprehensive introduction by situating them within that history.”—Robert Fastiggi, Sacred Heart Major Seminary
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On the Six Days of Creation

St. Gregory of Nyssa
Translated by Robin Orton

The first volume of our new series, Fathers of the Church: Shorter Works, will be available in the summer of 2021. This series, to be printed only in paperback format, will offer English translations of treatises, homilies, poems, and letters of the Church Fathers in slim, easily affordable volumes. In this way a multitude of important writings will become accessible to scholars and students as well as the reading public.

This is the first complete English translation of St. Gregory of Nyssa’s treatise On the Six Days of Creation (In Hexaemeron). It was probably written in 380–381, and is designed as both a defense and a critique of his recently deceased brother St. Basil’s better-known homilies on the creation story as set out in the first chapter of Genesis. At the same time it incorporates Gregory’s own observations on the Genesis text, which reflect his desire to show the consistency between Scripture and the philosophy and natural science of his day.

A notable feature is Gregory’s presentation of God’s creation of the world as what has been called a “substantification” of God’s own will, creatio ex Deo rather than creatio ex nihilo. Other ideas of his seem interestingly to foreshadow those of modern science, notably his challenge to the idea that matter is a primary ontological category and his theory that the world as we know it developed through a process of “sequence” (akolouthia) from an originally simultaneous creation of everything.

Gregory differs from Basil in maintaining that the “waters above the firmament” in Genesis 1 are spiritual rather than physical in nature. He uses a modified form of Aristotle’s theory of elements, together with some interesting observations on geography and meteorology, to construct a detailed and ingenious account of the “water cycle.” This description enables him to refute Basil’s notion that there needs to be an extra supply of physical water above the firmament so that the water lost from earthly seas and rivers through evaporation can be “topped up.”

ROBIN ORTON is a visiting research fellow in theology at King’s College, London. He has also translated Gregory of Nyssa’s Anti-Apollinarian Writings (Fathers of the Church, volume 131, 2015).
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Homilies on Isaiah
Origen
Translated by Elizabeth Ann Dively Lauro

FATHERS OF THE CHURCH, VOLUME 142

Hans Urs von Balthasar places Origen of Alexandria “in rank ... beside Augustine and Thomas” in “importance for the history of Christian thought,” explaining that his “brilliance” has captivated theologians throughout history (Spirit and Fire, 1984, 1). This brilliance shines forth in his nine extant homilies on Isaiah, in which he employs his theology of the Trinity and Christ to exhort his audience to play their crucial role in salvation history.

Origen reads Isaiah’s vision of the Lord and two seraphim in Isaiah 6 allegorically as representing the Trinity, and this theme runs throughout the nine homilies. His representation of the seraphim as the Son and Holy Spirit around the throne of the Father brought early accusations that Origen was a proto-Arian subordinationist, followed by a pointed condemnation by Emperor Justinian in 553. These homilies, originally delivered between 245 and 248, are extant only in a fourth-century Latin translation. Though St. Jerome, likely because of these controversies, does not identify himself as the Latin translator, the evidence overwhelmingly points to his pen, and his reliability in conveying Origen’s authentic meaning is well documented.

If one sets aside the questionable charges of subordinationism, these homilies, expounding on passages from Judges 6–10, come alive with Origen’s legacy of presenting Christ as the central figure of the soul’s ascent to God. Reading allegorically the two seraphim to be Jesus and the Holy Spirit around the throne of the Father, Origen draws a picture of the Trinity as a tightly knit whole in which the Son and the Holy Spirit eternally sing the Trisagion (“Holy, holy, holy”) to each other and the Father about the divine truths of God’s nature, allowing the part of their song that conveys the “middle things” of salvation history to be heard by creation. The “second seraph” is the Son, or Jesus, who descends holding a hot coal, or Scripture, from the altar of the throne, with which he cleanses Isaiah’s lips, or the believer’s soul. Origen employs his signature exegetical method of allegory and typology through the lens of the threefold meaning of Scripture to emphasize to his hearers that Christ is the deliverer, the content, and the reward of the healing Word.

ELIZABETH ANN DIVELY LAURO teaches at St. John’s Seminary for the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.
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The first single-volume and fully annotated English translation of these homilies
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Homilies on the Psalms
Codex Monacensis Graecus 314
Origen
Translated by Joseph W. Trigg
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Treatises on Noah and David
St. Ambrose
Translated by Brian P. Dunkle, SJ
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The Word and the Spiritual Realities (the I and the Thou)

Pneumatological Fragments

Ferdinand Ebner
Translated by Harold J. Green
Edited by Joseph R. Chapel

This volume will constitute the first published English translation of Ferdinand Ebner’s seminal 1921 work, Das Wort und die geistigen realitäten—long available in major languages but never in English. It is frequently compared with Martin Buber’s, I and Thou, published in 1923, which actually draws its central I-Thou insight from Ebner.

In recent centuries, Philosophy reflects a turn toward the autonomous subject versus a biblical sense of person. The limits/failures of science manifest in the horrors of World War I led to the emergence of a “Dialogical Personalist Philosophy” in reaction to the universal doubt of Cartesian thought and to German Idealism, which engages the idea or representation but not the reality of “things-in-themselves.”

The core of Ebner: human speech is constitutive of human existence: humans are given the “word.” “Having the word” is a miraculous gift from God. It is only in the word, in language, that an “I” meets a “Thou,” that relationship and self-identity can occur, and this word is given in Jesus Christ, the Word made flesh: “In the beginning was the Word”; Jesus, the Logos of St. John’s Gospel, mediates between God and man and “stands” between I and Thou. It is through Jesus that it is possible to address God in the human thou. The key to life’s meaning, to the centrality of relationship, and to God’s continuous action in His creation, is found in the I-Thou question: why the I can never be found in itself, and so must look in the thou, while the false I will try to possess the thou as an object of power. This is Ebner’s critique of idealist thought: reality, truth, and personal identity are neither ideas, nor found in ideas, therefore, Descartes’ cogito must be rejected, for the existence of the I can’t be founded or proved by solitary thinking, but only in relation with a thou.

FERDINAND EBNER (1882–1931) was a schoolteacher and a dialogical philosopher.

HAROLD J. GREEN is Adjunct Faculty for the Eastern Iowa Community Colleges.

JOSEPH R. CHAPEL is adjunct professor of moral theology, Seton Hall University.

The first English translation of this seminal work of Dialogical Philosophy

“It is my fervent hope that Ebner will finally get the recognition he well deserves as a highly original and significant philosopher and theologian—not only that, but that his ideas might gain currency in the English realm of ideas.”—from the translator’s note by Harold J. Green

FERDINAND EBNER (1882–1931) was a schoolteacher and a dialogical philosopher.

HAROLD J. GREEN is Adjunct Faculty for the Eastern Iowa Community Colleges.

JOSEPH R. CHAPEL is adjunct professor of moral theology, Seton Hall University.
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The publication of Pope Francis' post-synodal apostolic exhortation, *Amoris Laetitia* kindled the most important theological debate in the Catholic Church since the end of the Second Vatican Council. Cardinals, bishops, theologians, priests, and lay Catholics found themselves on opposite sides of this crucial and complicated discussion. This book attempts to shed some light on this debate by tracing its genealogy.

Since *Amoris Laetitia* is a post-synodal document, the large part of the volume is devoted to the theological analysis of the two Synods of Bishops convoked by Pope Francis in the first years of his pontificate: the extraordinary in October 2014 and the ordinary that took place a year later. The main topics for the two synods were determined, however, in the speech given by Cardinal Walter Kasper during the cardinals consistory in February 2014 whose main aim was to prepare the possibility of admitting divorced persons who live in second unions to Holy Communion. The arguments of Cardinal Kasper are presented in the first chapter of the book and confronted with the most significant statements of the Magisterium of the Church on the issue of admittance to the Holy Communion.

The uniqueness of this book consists in combining the historical analysis of the events leading to the publication of *Amoris Laetitia* with research of the theological discussion that ensued. Since *Amoris Laetitia* is a post-synodal exhortation, this book rests on the assumption that crucial for its understanding is a thorough analysis of its genealogy.
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*Offers a detailed analysis of the events leading up to the promulgation of the Exhortation *Amoris Laetitia*. Important for situating and understanding Pope Francis’ document on family and the controversy it has generated. Will appeal to scholars or advanced students and to well-educated Catholic laity who want to better understand some of the current controversies around the synods and *Amoris Laetitia.*”—John S. Grabowski, The Catholic University of America
A Thomistic Christocentrism

Recovering the Carmelites of Salamanca on the Logic of the Incarnation

Dylan Schrader

THOMISTIC RESSOURCEMENT SERIES

Saint Thomas Aquinas famously held the opinion that, in God’s actual plan for the world, the Word would not have become flesh except to redeem us from sin. Conversely, Blessed John Duns Scotus argued that God intended Christ first, such that Christ would have come even if there had been no sin. While Aquinas and Scotus were far from the first to consider this question, they became emblematic of two seemingly irreconcilable approaches. In this book, Father Dylan Schrader recovers the thought of the Salmanticenses, the Discalced Carmelites writing at the University of Salamanca in the seventeenth century. The Salmanticenses argue that Christ is primary in God’s intention precisely as redeemer, so that it is true both that God has made everything else for the sake of Christ and that Christ’s coming is essentially redemptive, connected with sin. In this way, the Salmanticenses offer a Thomistic Christocentrism.

This book summarizes the historical background to the Salmanticenses, from the time of Anselm up through the early-modern period. Next, it presents and defends the Salmanticenses’ argument for the primacy of Christ the redeemer. A Thomistic Christocentrism then turns to two key post-conciliar figures, Karl Rahner and Hans Urs von Balthasar. Rahner sees Christ as the culmination of the world’s opening up to God. Balthasar sees Christ as the reconciler of divine and human freedom through his cross, descent, and resurrection. Both Christocentric approaches have good aspirations but suffer from serious flaws. In its final chapters, this book applies the Salamanca theory to Rahner and Balthasar, showing its enduring value for post-conciliar Christocentrism.

Dylan Schrader is the translator of The Salmanticenses (The Discalced Carmelites of Salamanca), On the Motive of the Incarnation (CUA Press), and pastor of St. Brendan Church in Mexico, Missouri.
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The Center Is Jesus Christ Himself

*Essays on Revelation, Salvation, and Evangelization in Honor of Robert P. Imbelli*

Edited by Andrew Meszaros
Foreword by Cardinal Timothy M. Dolan
Preface by Bishop James Massa

The polarization in the Church today can be traced back to a more fundamental crisis in theology, one which has failed to connect our mundane experiences and the mysteries of the Christian faith with the person of Jesus Christ. Ecclesial discourse on the so-called ‘hot-button issues’ of the day too often take place without considering the foundation and goal of the Church. And this is unfortunately due to a similar tendency in the academic theology that informs that ecclesial discourse. In short, much of post-conciliar Catholic theology is adrift, floating aimlessly away from the center of the Christian faith, who is Christ.

*The Center is Jesus Christ Himself* is a collection of essays which anchor theological reflection in Jesus Christ. These diverse essays share a unified focal point, but engage with a variety of theological subdisciplines (e.g., dogmatic, moral, Biblical, etc.), areas (e.g., Christology, Pneumatology, missiology, etc.), and periods (e.g., patristic, medieval, and modern). Given the different combinations of sub-disciplines, areas, and periods, theology is susceptible to fragmentation when it is not held together by some principle of unity. A theology in which the person of Jesus Christ serves as that principle of unity is a Christocentric theology. Together, the essays illustrate not only what Christocentric theology looks like, but also what the consequences are when Christ is dislodged from the center, whether by a conspicuous silence on, or by a relativization of, his unique salvific mission.

The volume is published in honor of Associate Professor Emeritus of Systematic Theology at Boston College, Rev. Dr. Robert P. Imbelli, who dedicated his teaching and writing to bringing Christ back to the center of Catholic theological discourse.

ANDREW MESZAROS is a lecturer in systematic theology at the Pontifical University, St. Patrick’s College, Maynooth, Ireland. CARDINAL TIMOTHY M. DOLAN is the Archbishop of New York. BISHOP JAMES MASSA is auxiliary bishop of the Diocese of Brooklyn.
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This is what Christocentric theology looks like

“Will be of interest to anyone who values Fr. Imbelli’s work and should be read by anyone seeking a degree in systematic theology.”—Gill Goulding, CJ, Regis College, University of Toronto
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Salvation through Temptation

Maximus the Confessor and Thomas Aquinas on Christ’s Victory over the Devil

Benjamin E. Heidgerken

Foreword by Paul M. Blowers

Salvation through Temptation describes the development of predominant Greek and Latin Christian conceptions of temptation and of the work of Christ to heal and restore humankind in the context of that temptation, focusing on Maximus the Confessor and Thomas Aquinas as well-developed examples of Greek and Latin thought on these matters.

Maximus and Thomas represent two trajectories concerning the woundedness of human emotionality in the wake of the primordial human sin. Heidgerken argues that Maximus stands in essential continuity with earlier Greek ascetic theology, which conceives of the weakness of fallen humankind in demonological categories, so that the Pauline law of sin is bound to external demonic agents that act upon the human mind through thoughts, desires, and sensory impressions. For Thomas, on the other hand, this wound consists primarily of an internal disordering of the faculties that results from the withdrawal of original grace: concupiscence or the fomes peccati. Yet even in this framework, the devil plays a significant role in Thomas’s account of postlapsarian temptation.

On the basis of these differing frameworks for human temptation, Heidgerken demonstrates the centrality of Christ’s exemplarity in the Greek account and the centrality of Christ’s moral perfections in the Latin account. As a consequence of these emphases, the Greek tradition of Maximus places distinct limits on the ability of human emotionality (even that of Christ) to be perfected in this life, whereas Thomas’s approach allows Christ to completely embody a perfected form of human emotionality in his earthly life. Reciprocally, Thomas’s account of Christ’s moral perfections and virtue places distinct limits on his affirmation of Christ’s experience of postlapsarian temptation, whereas Maximus’s account allows for Christ to experience interior forms of temptation that more closely mirror the concrete moral experiences and circumstances of fallen human beings. Salvation through Temptation recommends a retrieval of early ascetic theology and demonology as the best contemporary systematic and ecumenically-viable approach to Christ’s temptation and victory over the devil.

Benjamin E. Heidgerken is assistant professor of religion at St. Olaf College, MN.

Paul M. Blowers is the Dean E. Walker Professor of Church History at Emmanuel Christian Seminary.
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Eternal Life and Human Happiness in Heaven

*Philosophical Problems, Thomistic Solutions*

Christopher M. Brown

_Eternal Life and Human Happiness in Heaven_ treats four apparent problems concerning eternal life in order to clarify our thinking about perfect human happiness in heaven. The teachings of St. Thomas Aquinas provide the basis for solutions to these four problems about eternal life insofar as his teachings call into question common contemporary theological or philosophical presuppositions about God, human persons, and the nature of heaven itself. Indeed, these Thomistic solutions often require us to think very differently from our contemporaries. But thinking differently with St. Thomas is worth it: for the Thomistic solutions to these apparent problems are more satisfying, on both theological and philosophical grounds, than a number of contemporary theological and philosophical approaches.

Christopher Brown deploys his argument in four sections. The first section lays out, in three chapters, four apparent problems concerning eternal life—Is heaven a mystical or social reality? Is heaven otherworldly or this-worldly? Is heaven static or dynamic? Won’t human persons eventually get bored in heaven? Brown then explains how and why some important contemporary Christian theologians and philosophers resolve these problems, and notes serious problems with each of these contemporary solutions. The second section explains, in five chapters, St. Thomas’ significant distinction between the essential reward of the saints in heaven and the accidental reward, and treats in detail his account of that in which the essential reward consists, namely, the beatific vision and the proper accidents of the vision (delight, joy, and charity). The third section treats, in five chapters, St. Thomas’ views on the multifaceted accidental reward in heaven, where the accidental reward includes, among other things, glorified human embodiment, participation in the communion of the saints, and the joy experienced by the saints in sensing God’s “new heavens and new earth.” Finally, section four argues, in four chapters, that St. Thomas’ views allow for powerful solutions to the four apparent problems about eternal life examined in the first section. These solutions are powerful because, not only are they consistent with authoritative, Catholic Christian Tradition, but they do not raise any of the significant theological or philosophical problems that attend the contemporary theological and philosophical solutions examined in the first section.

*CHRISTOPHER M. BROWN* is professor of philosophy at University of Tennessee-Martin.
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"A significant contribution to Aquinas’ views on the afterlife, since it is the only comprehensive, one-volume inquiry into Aquinas on heaven, in conversation with contemporary analytic philosophy of religion."—Mark K. Spencer, University of St. Thomas, Minnesota

Show St. Thomas’s account of heaven as philosophically intricate but defensible, enjoying advantages over contemporary accounts of heaven.
The Art of Conjecture
Nicholas of Cusa on Knowledge

Clyde Lee Miller

“Learned ignorance,” the recognition that God is beyond us and our knowing capacities is the theological concept for which Nicholas of Cusa is most famous. Despite God’s apparent absence Nicholas offers original ways to think about God that would unite his presence with his absence. He called these proposals “conjectures” (coniecturae). Conjecture and conjecturing are central to the methodology of Nicholas’s philosophical theology and to his thinking about human knowledge.

By using concrete examples from the everyday life of his times as symbolic imagery Nicholas makes what we say about God imaginatively available and theoretically plausible. He called such conjectural symbols “aenigmata” (= “symbolic or ‘enigmatic’ conjectures”) because they partially clarify and likewise point to an exact truth that is beyond us. Novel and imaginative, Nicholas’s conjectural examples break with the traditional medieval Aristotelian examples and provide further evidence of his role as a figure bridging medieval and Renaissance thought.

Following his earlier book, Reading Cusanus, Clyde Lee Miller here examines and comments on the meaning of “conjecture” in Nicholas of Cusa. The Art of Conjecture: Nicholas of Cusa on Knowledge explores what Nicholas meant by conjecture and its import as demonstrated in his treatises and sermons. Beginning with Nicholas’ On Conjectures, Miller analyzes a series of conjectural symbols and proposals across Nicholas’s less frequently discussed texts and recently published sermons. This early Renaissance thinker offers an original and ground-breaking way of framing speculation in philosophical theology and more generally in philosophy itself.

CLYDE LEE MILLER is a professor of philosophy at Stony Brook University, and the author of Reading Cusanus: Metaphor and Dialectic in a Conjectural Universe (CUA Press).
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Pursuing what escapes our knowing: Nicholas of Cusa’s art of conjecture

“This is a very important contribution. Few, if any, interpreters of Cusanus writing in English are as insightful and concise in their expositions. Will appeal to intellectual historians, philosophers, and theologians.” —Thomas M. Izbicki, Rutgers University
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Faithful Interpretations

Truth and Islam in Catholic Theology of Religions

Edited by Philip Geister, SJ, and Gösta Hallonsten
Foreword by Archbishop J. Augustine Di Noia, OP

ISLAM AND CATHOLIC THEOLOGY

“Theology of Religions” is among the most burning issues within Christian theology today. The challenge to study and discuss different ways of handling conflicting truth claims and religious narratives between religions is taken up by a growing number of theologians across denominational boundaries.

A foreword by Archbishop J Augustine Di Noia of the Vatican Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith which treats the recent developments in the teaching of the Magisterium regarding theology of religions opens the book. A general introduction by Marianne Moyaert follows. Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen next addresses the topic by comparing Roman Catholic and Evangelical Protestants. Next, the prominent Catholic specialist on Theology of Religions, Gavin D’Costa, widens the perspective by addressing the relation to Judaism from the point of view of the covenant and the promises of the land. Reinhold Bernhardt argues in favor of a biblically grounded “relational-existential” theory of truth, which would be most helpful with regard to other religions. Oliver Wiertz discusses the topic in terms of epistemic transcendence and justification. And Peter Jonkers offers a hermeneutical perspective on truth claims, and reflects on “the religious Other” with references to Jacques Derrida among others.

Diego R Sarrió Cucarella focuses on early Christian theological views of Islam and concludes that Islam has been from the beginning a “disturbing” factor in the Christian view of salvation history. Anna Bonta Moreland addresses the issue of Muhammad and Christian Prophecy. Klaus von Stosch addresses the sensitive issue in Muslim-Christian relations of Jesus’ death on the cross and illustrates the advantages of the comparative theology approach for the theology of religions. Finally, Wilhelmus G. B.M. Valkenberg discusses the impact of Nostra Aetate on the Church’s relation to Muslims, using especially the precedent of Nicholas of Cusa as regards a constructive approach to Islam, which he calls a “faithful interpretation.”

Faithful Interpretations

Truth and Islam in Catholic Theology of Religions

Edited by Philip Geister, SJ, and Gösta Hallonsten
Foreword by Archbishop J. Augustine Di Noia, OP

ISLAM AND CATHOLIC THEOLOGY

“Theology of Religions” is among the most burning issues within Christian theology today. The challenge to study and discuss different ways of handling conflicting truth claims and religious narratives between religions is taken up by a growing number of theologians across denominational boundaries.

A foreword by Archbishop J Augustine Di Noia of the Vatican Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith which treats the recent developments in the teaching of the Magisterium regarding theology of religions opens the book. A general introduction by Marianne Moyaert follows. Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen next addresses the topic by comparing Roman Catholic and Evangelical Protestants. Next, the prominent Catholic specialist on Theology of Religions, Gavin D’Costa, widens the perspective by addressing the relation to Judaism from the point of view of the covenant and the promises of the land. Reinhold Bernhardt argues in favor of a biblically grounded “relational-existential” theory of truth, which would be most helpful with regard to other religions. Oliver Wiertz discusses the topic in terms of epistemic transcendence and justification. And Peter Jonkers offers a hermeneutical perspective on truth claims, and reflects on “the religious Other” with references to Jacques Derrida among others.

Diego R Sarrió Cucarella focuses on early Christian theological views of Islam and concludes that Islam has been from the beginning a “disturbing” factor in the Christian view of salvation history. Anna Bonta Moreland addresses the issue of Muhammad and Christian Prophecy. Klaus von Stosch addresses the sensitive issue in Muslim-Christian relations of Jesus’ death on the cross and illustrates the advantages of the comparative theology approach for the theology of religions. Finally, Wilhelmus G. B.M. Valkenberg discusses the impact of Nostra Aetate on the Church’s relation to Muslims, using especially the precedent of Nicholas of Cusa as regards a constructive approach to Islam, which he calls a “faithful interpretation.”

Examines recent developments in the Theology of Religions

“Will appeal to Catholics who are interested in the current state of interreligious dialogue and the theology of religion, both specialists and non-specialists.”—Scott Steinkerchner, OP, freelance theologian

CONTRIBUTORS
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Mystery and Intelligibility

History of Philosophy as Pursuit of Wisdom

Edited by Jeffrey Dirk Wilson

Philosophy is born in its history as pursuit of the wisdom we are never able fully to know. Mystery and Intelligibility: History of Philosophy as Pursuit of Wisdom both argues for that method and presents the results it can achieve.

Editor Jeffrey Dirk Wilson has gathered essays from six philosophical luminaries. In “History, Philosophy, and the History of Philosophy,” Timothy B. Noone provides the volume’s discourse on method in which he distinguishes three tiers of history. History of philosophy as method occupies the third and highest tier. John Rist reckons with contemporary corruption of the method in “A Guide for the Perplexed or How to Present or Pervert the History of Philosophy.” Wilson’s own essay, “Wonder and the Discovery of Being: From Homeric Myth to the Natural Genera of Early Greek Philosophy,” shows the loss of wonder, so evident in mythology, by early Greek thinkers and its recovery by Plato and Aristotle. In “Metaphysics and the Origin of Culture,” Donald Phillip Verene demonstrates the wide cultural implications of philosophical discoveries even when the discovery is the boundary of what humans can know. William Desmond offers an essay, “Flux-Gibberish: For and Against Heraclitus,” that owes as much to the humor of James Joyce as to the philosophical insights of philosophers, ancient, medieval, and modern. Eric D. Perl’s essay turns to the apophatic character of pursuing wisdom, perhaps especially when asking what may be the most fundamental metaphysical question: “Into the Dark: How (Not) to Ask, ‘Why is There Anything at All?’” Philipp W. Rosemann concludes the volume with the question best asked at the end of this literary seminar, “What is Philosophy?”

Although there are philosophers within the analytic and continental schools who are committed to the history of philosophy, Mystery and Intelligibility demonstrates that history of philosophy as a third and distinct philosophical method is revelatory of the nature and structure of reality.

JEFFREY DIRK WILSON is associate professor of philosophy at The Catholic University of America.
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Explores the pursuit of wisdom and “our inability fully to know”

“Discusses from different angles very important themes related to understanding philosophy as a discipline. Raises many good points and provides many valuable insights. No recent philosophy book treats the same cluster of topics that Mystery and Intelligibility covers.”—Robert A. Delfino, St. John’s University

CONTRIBUTORS

William Desmond, Villanova University
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To Stir a Restless Heart
Thomas Aquinas and Henri de Lubac on Nature, Grace, and the Desire for God

Jacob W. Wood

THOMISTIC RESSOURCEMENT SERIES

“A tour de force of historical scholarship on Thomas Aquinas and the Thomistic tradition. Anyone possessed of an innate appetite and natural desire for Aquinas’ thought and medieval theology will reap large profits from perusing this magnum opus.” —Catholic Review of Books

“Wood’s mastery of the Thomistic source material, as well his thoroughgoing familiarity of the commentarial tradition, makes his thesis a compelling one and one which perhaps pours some cooling water on a theological firestorm that looks as though it could flare up again in this century. This book will likely be at the center of scholarly debate around the natural desire for the supernatural for some time to come.” —Reviews in Religion and Theology

“Wood explicitly undertakes what Thomas himself did almost 800 years ago: an ‘update’ to questions that were as valid then for the believing Christian as they are now. The update emerges as a successful and convincing ‘follow-up’ to Aquinas’s solution in its method, objectivity, and aims.” —Theologische Revue

JACOB W. WOOD is assistant professor of theology at Franciscan University of Steubenville.
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Makes a powerful historical and dogmatic argument that connects Augustine, Aquinas, Augustinian Hermits, and Henri de Lubac
The Metaphysical Foundations of Love
Aquinas on Participation, Unity, and Union
Anthony T. Flood

THOMISTIC RESSOURCENMENT SERIES

“Scholars working in the field of Thomistic studies, philosophers outside the tradition who wish to learn about Aquinas, theologians searching for the philosophical bases of Aquinas’s approach and those interested in contemporary analytic philosophy of religion will find this book valuable.”—Michael V. Dougherty, Ohio Dominican University

“This book provides the first complete account of Thomas’s understanding of the metaphysical basis of love and its importance for Thomas’s moral philosophy and psychology. Flood sheds special light on the importance of married love and the way in which sin conflicts with the love of God. Moreover, he shows that for Thomas a properly ordered love is necessarily part of happiness, and that there is no conflict between self-love and the love of others. It should be read by all those who are interested in Thomas’s moral theory and its metaphysical underpinnings, and more generally by anyone who wishes to understand the relationship between loving oneself, loving another, and loving God.”—Thomas M. Osborne, author of Human Action in Thomas Aquinas, John Duns Scotus, and William of Ockham (CUA Press)

“Flood treats big themes in a small space—with particular clarity to boot. This is no small achievement, and it speaks to the maturity of his understanding. Thinking of love and self-love in terms of their ontological foundations richly illuminates them. Being both rich and clear, this book is likely to prompt an abundance of further reflection in its readers.”—Review of Metaphysics

ANTHONY T. FLOOD is associate professor of philosophy at North Dakota State University and author of The Root of Friendship: Self-Love and Self-Governance in Aquinas (CUA Press).
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Delves into Aquinas’s account of the structures of reality that establish the framework for the nature and perfection of love.
A Bridge across the Ocean
*The United States and the Holy See between the Two World Wars*
Luca Castagna
Foreword by Gerald P. Fogarty, SJ

“A significant contribution in an area that has not been fully analyzed. Castagna’s thorough and insightful scholarship and engaging writing style make this work valuable for scholars, students, and those interested in American Catholic history and church-state relations.”—*Catholic Historical Review*

“Castagna’s excellently researched examination of the diplomatic archives of both the Vatican and the United States for this short period of twenty years provides a useful extension of comparative diplomatic history ... A useful and reliable addition to our knowledge of papal diplomacy in the inter-war period.”—*Contemporary Church History Quarterly*

“Castagna unearthed a wide range of previously undisclosed letters from the Secret Vatican Archive and other Italian and American archival collections that enrich historical understanding of this diplomatic history ... Fascinating anecdotes are sprinkled throughout the short book, and Castagna helps make sense of the awkward relationship between Washington and the Vatican.”—*The Journal of American History*

“Castagna has investigated a long-neglected period of relations between the United States and the Holy See. He has done this through prodigious mining of archives on both sides of the Atlantic, producing an analysis that will be an indispensable reference for any student of this topic.”—*Journal of Church and State*

“Luca Castagna’s *A Bridge Across the Ocean* ... adds much-needed depth and argumentation in light of the latest archival materials open for research at the Archivio Segreto Vaticano ...”—*Journal of Jesuit Studies*

“This volume is a significant and, to some extent, original contribution to the study of Vatican diplomacy and to the history of the political and diplomatic relations between the United States and the Holy See from World War I to the opening days of World War II.”—*Theological Studies*

“Castagna shrewdly navigates between the primary sources he uses from the Vatican and the United States and analyzes them with the existing literature on the topic. The narrative that emerges from his study is a page-turner.”—*U.S. Catholic Historian*

**Luca Castagna** is at the University of Salerno. **Gerald P. Fogarty, SJ** is Professor Emeritus of Religious Studies and History, University of Virginia.
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Action and Conduct
*Thomas Aquinas and the Theory of Action*
Stephen L. Brock

“Both Thomistic scholars and analytic philosophers interested in theories of human action and accountability will find this book a welcome addition to their libraries. Truly a substantive addition to both Thomistic scholarship and the ongoing analytic investigation into human action and responsible agency.”—*American Catholic Philosophical Quarterly*

“A tremendously successful exposition of Aquinas, which brings him into conversation with contemporary and analytic philosophy in a mutually illuminating way. *Action and Conduct* is so thorough and so lucid that no students of Aquinas or of contemporary action theory can afford to neglect it.”—*Modern Theology*

“A first-rate book … Brock’s lucid and illuminating analysis offers much of value to both intellectual historians and theologians, as well as philosophers.”—*Theological Studies*

“Brock’s treatment of Aquinas’s account of action exhibits a rare combination of rigor and learning. It is, no doubt, the best we have.”—*The Thomist*

STEPHEN L. BROCK is Professore Ordinario di Filosofia Medievale at the Pontificia, Università della Santa Croce. RALPH McINERNY (1929–2010) was professor of philosophy at Notre Dame University.
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Cardinal Rafael Merry del Val

*A Brief Biography*

Philippe Roy-Lysencourt

**CATHOLIC EDUCATION PRESS**

Rafael Merry del Val (1865–1930) was a cardinal of the Roman Catholic Church who had one of the most dazzling careers in ecclesiastical history: he was a secret supernumerary chamberlain at the age of 21, a secret participating chamberlain at the age of 26, an apostolic delegate to Canada at age 31, president of the Academy of Ecclesiastical Nobles and archbishop at age 34, secretary of state for Pius X (1903–1914) and cardinal at age 38, archpriest of St. Peter's Basilica and prefect of the Fabric of St. Peter at age 48, secretary of the Congregation of the Holy Office at age 49. In 1953, his beatification process was introduced to the Congregation for Rites.

In this study, Philippe Roy-Lysencourt presents the life of this personage, his curial charges, his relations with the popes he served (Leo XIII, Pius X, Benedict XV, and Pius XI), his apostolate, his unexpected death and the furor it caused.

The book includes an inventory of sources for understanding Cardinal Merry del Val’s life, a list of his published writings, as well as a bibliography of the works written about him.

**PHILIPPE ROY-LYSENCOURT** is Doctor of History and Doctor of Religious Sciences, Professor of History of Christianity at Laval University.
Ossa Ostensa

A proven system for demystifying Latin, Book One

Laura Pooley

CATHOLIC EDUCATION PRESS

Ossa Ostensa is the world’s first comprehensive example of how to teach and learn the Latin language using the unique teaching system of the internationally recognized authority Reginald Foster. Laura Pooley—prize-winning graduate of the University of Oxford and currently a supervisor at the University of Cambridge, brings to life the year she spent in Rome studying Latin with Reginaldus. His inspiring and transformative method of teaching combines with Laura’s twenty years of teaching experience to produce concise and crystal-clear explanations of the language. The three ‘experiences’ of Latin: beginners, intermediates and advanced, are divided between three user-friendly workbooks. Each workbook comprises around thirty lessons, where the language is presented in hand-out form requiring very little modification by prospective teachers. Each language area is then illustrated by translated reading examples. After each lesson, Laura provides translation practice targeted to the taught content. These Latin passages are divided into Classical and Post-Classical literature, to appeal to the interests of all Latin students. Not only that, but each passage is accompanied by teaching questions and translation hints, the mainstay of Reginaldus’ classroom persona and pedagogy so famously encapsulated in his Ludi. Students therefore can exercise recent language content and develop deep and spontaneous fluency in the Latin language. For the first time, the experience of learning with Reginaldus is available to everyone.

LAURA POOLEY teaches beginning Latin according to Reginald Foster’s method at the Benedictine Institute, Ealing, UK.
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Ethical Excellence
Philosophers, Psychologists, and Real-Life Exemplars Show Us How to Achieve It
Heidi M. Giebel

“Offers a novel approach by bringing together two great wisdom traditions (namely, Socratic and Confucian traditions), contemporary psychological research on character development, and the stories of real-life exemplars in order to give helpful advice on how to become more virtuous.”—David McPherson, author of Virtue and Meaning: A Neo-Aristotelian Perspective
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Be Opened!
The Catholic Church and Deaf Culture
Lana Portolano

“I warmly welcome this account of women and men who have taught us to receive this blessing: our deaf sisters and brothers, the eye people. We recognise each other as members of the Body of Christ. Each member needs the others and is needed by them. In words, signs, deeds, Pope Benedict and Pope Francis have shown their joy in this widening and deepening of the fellowship of the Holy Spirit.”

+Patrick Kelly, Archbishop Emeritus of Liverpool. Founding President of the International Catholic Foundation at the Service of Deaf Persons
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The Metamorphoses of the Children of God
Étienne Gilson
Foreword by Rémi Brague
Translated by James G. Colbert

“With his typically clear, penetrating intellect, Gilson envisioned the emerging European Union and the new global order by the light of Saint Augustine’s City. Unlike so many other mid-century Catholics, he did not fail to foresee that every attempt to parody the City of God results in the ruins of Babylon. Highly recommended.”—C.C. Pecknold, The Catholic University of America
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PIERS
PLOWMAN
THE A VERSION
WILLIAM LANGLAND
A new translation with introduction and notes by
MICHAEL CALABRESE

Piers Plowman

The A Version

William Langland

A new translation with introduction and notes by Michael Calabrese

“This vivid new translation of the A-version of Piers Plowman by experienced Langland editor Michael Calabrese has the potential to unseat The Canterbury Tales as the go-to text for the medieval literature classroom. An introduction informed by Calabrese’s own life sets the tone for a relatable read, as do footnotes forged in his east LA classroom. Entertaining and provocative, this rendering of a usually—though not this time—untameable poem is sure to become a quick favorite for its robust characters, fast-paced narrative, and read-aloud sound. Its lasting power, however, will be in the authenticity and fullness of its translation of societal ills and human struggle into a form immediately identifiable to any modern reader. While reading any version of Piers is a worthwhile endeavor, Calabrese’s ought to be every student’s first. It will undoubtedly guarantee a second.”—Jennifer Smith, Pepperdine University
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Blaise Pascal

PENSEÉS

Blaise Pascal

Translation edited by Pierre Zoberman, with an introduction by David Wetsel and notes by David Wetsel and Pierre Zoberman

“This translation aims to provide an English speaking audience, not necessarily familiar with either French or Latin, with an easily accessible version of Pascal’s masterpiece of religious and philosophical thought.”—from the Preface by Pierre Zoberman
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Person and Act and Related Essays

Karol Wojtyła

Translated by Grzegorz Ignatik

General Editor: Antonio López, FSCB

Foreword by Carl A. Anderson

“The importance of a complete and coherent collection of the works of St. John Paul II is even more pronounced when one considers the works’ author: a pope and saint who was monumental in terms of both his personal holiness and his contributions to theological and historical realms—factors that shaped a generation of Catholics bearing his name.”—from the foreword by Carl A. Anderson
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The Catholic University of America Press combines the highest standards of scholarship with fidelity to the Church’s tradition. We publish many books in which our highly respected authors write for an educated reader, not limited to scholars or even people who studied theology or philosophy in college.
For Courses

The Catholic University of America Press publishes a wide range of titles which are used in courses at both the undergraduate and graduate levels, as well as in seminaries.

**Introduction to Classical and New Testament Greek**
*A Unified Approach*
Michael Boler
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**From Human Dignity to Natural Law**
*An Introduction*
Richard Berquist
Foreword by Steven J. Jensen
Paper $29.95 · 978-0-8132-3242-3
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**From the Trinity**
*The Coming of God in Revelation and Theology*
Piero Coda
Edited by William Neu
Foreword by Peter J. Casarella
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The Catholic University of America Press prides itself on publishing titles which have a broad range of popular appeal, both within and outside of our typical disciplines in which we publish.

Renewing Our Hope
Essays for the New Evangelization
Robert Barron
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The Quotable Saint Jerome
Saint Jerome
Edited by Justin McClain
Foreword by Scott Hahn
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Edited by Scott Newstok
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The Holy Mass
Mike Aquilina, Editor
Foreword by Thomas G. Weinandy, OFM, Cap.
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Ossium Carnes Multae e Marci Tullii Ciceronis epistulis
The Bones’ Meats Abundant from the epistles of Marcus Tullius Cicero
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Distributed Presses
This volume focuses on the life and work of Rhina P. Espaillat, an extraordinarily observant lyric poet who applies ideals of musicality, metaphor, and meaning to formally crafted verse that connects personal experience to universal themes.

Born in the Dominican Republic, Espaillat was seven years old when her family was granted political asylum in the United States during the brutal dictatorship of Rafael Trujillo. She published her first poems in Ladies’ Home Journal at age fifteen, and after graduating from college went on to marry, teach, raise a family, and maintain a literary career spanning more than seven decades. Having cultivated a fluent and scholarly bilingualism throughout her life, Espaillat also became a gifted translator of works by numerous important poets of the Spanish- and English-speaking worlds, including Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz, St. John of the Cross, Robert Frost, and Richard Wilbur.

THE COLOSSEUM CRITICAL INTRODUCTION SERIES

Each title in the Colosseum Critical Introduction Series provides a thorough study of the life and work of an important American writer who has sought to renew the craft and deepen the intellectual and spiritual dimensions of contemporary poetry. Intended to be at once brief and compelling, these introductory texts will help readers find their way into some of the best voices in the literature of our day.

LESLEY MONSOUR is the author of The Alarming Beauty of the Sky and several chapbooks, including The House Sitter. She has received five Pushcart Prize nominations and a Fellowship in Literature from the National Endowment for the Arts. RHINA P ESPAILLAT is a bilingual Dominican-American poet and translator who has published eleven collections of poetry.
Until recently it has been commonplace to believe that Vatican II represents a permanent sidelining of the thought of St. Thomas Aquinas for theology. The documents of that council, it is said, moved away from the scholastic categories that had informed Catholic theological work since the Reformation, and most particularly since Vatican I. There is some truth to this, of course, since the council fathers preferred biblical formulations in a personalist and pastoral mode over the kinds of concepts one finds in Neo-Thomism. The effect of this shift on theological education is well known. Indeed, so swift was the change that one finds figures as different as Jacques Maritain, Karl Rahner, and Joseph Ratzinger worrying soon after the Council’s conclusion that the Angelic Doctor had all but disappeared from Catholic theology. Each in his own way sought to call the Church’s intellectuals back to a consideration of Aquinas to address not simply philosophical issues but those dealing with the central doctrinal mysteries of the faith. It is now clear that after decades of experimentation with various philosophical systems, a number of scholars have either found a new audience for their work or have recently discovered for themselves the ancient beauty of Aquinas’ theological work. The present volume brings together a number of prominent scholars to explore the different ways in which the writings of Thomas Aquinas on Christ, grace, faith, and other properly theological themes retain their relevance, and indeed, constitute a firmer basis upon which to explore these mysteries than many recent streams of thought.

Contributors include: Thomas Weinandy, OFM Cap, David C. Schindler, Michael Torre, Jessica Murdoch, Francis Feingold, Thomas Rourke, Marie George, James Hanink, John F.X. Knasas, Heather Erb, Joshua Schultz, Anton Schaube, William Hamant, Joel Johnson, Philip Berns, Daniel Drain, Fred Boley, Justin Matchulat, and Michael Humphreys.
“But who do you say that I am?” asks Jesus at the decisive turning point in the Gospel. Simon Peter answers correctly at first but is soon corrected when he protests the revelation of the Cross. Christians in every age are called to confess the right faith in Jesus, who suffered, died, and rose for our salvation. Our own period is beset by a crisis of faith in Jesus, which has had manifold deleterious effects on our lives, our Christian communities, and our world.
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From the Director

These difficult days, during which we are learning to live in a pandemic world, continue. Many families have been affected by the virus, losing a loved one. The staff of CUA Press, which in many ways forms a publishing family, lost our former journalists coordinator, Hubert Nguela, in the early days of the pandemic. Our thoughts and prayers are with his immediate family; may he rest in peace. But in spite of quarantines, lockdowns, and the closure of churches, we have seen great acts of sacrifice, especially from those in the medical professions, and we are being schooled in the virtue of hope, a virtue of which Pope Francis has spoken often.
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Another returning author is Thomas G. Weinandy, O.F.M., Cap. He has completed his Jesus and the Holy Spirit, Volume 2, and we are thrilled to have this respected systematic theologian return to us once again. Fr. Nicarier Pier Giorgio Ausonio, OP, has a timely second edition of his bestselling Biomedicinae et Beatiitudo which forms part of our popular series, Catholic Moral Thought.
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